
Pay-as-you-go financing (PAYGO) has emerged as the leading business model for the sale of mobile 

and solar products in the developing world. The typical PAYGO contract requires the customer 

to make a modest down payment to take possession of the product followed by frequent small 

payments that “unlock” the product for some amount of time or usage. PAYGO crucially relies 

on an embedded lockout technology that allows the financier to remotely and temporarily disable 

the product. As payments are made, the customer builds equity in their solar home system. Once 

the pre-specified number of payments have been made, the system unlocks permanently. At this 

point, the customer has established a credit history with the financier and owns an asset with 

a lockout technology that can be re-collateralized. This project examines the extent to which the 

lockout technology embedded in one product can be re-used to facilitate credit for other household 

investments, such as school fees. The researchers are partnering with the largest PAYGO solar 

provider in Uganda to evaluate a school-fee loan program that is now offered to solar home 

system borrowers. First, they will rigorously quantify the impact of the school-fee loan program on 

enrollment, attendance, test scores, and other outcomes. Second, they will quantify how utilizing 

the lockout technology affects repayment rates for the school-fee loan. Third, they will evaluate the 

interaction of offering the school-fee loans with other lending outcomes. For example, does telling 

customers head of time that they are eligible for school-fee loans increase repayment on solar 

home systems? And, does receiving the school-fee loan increase subsequent repayment? These 

experiments will discern the key factors driving payment and usage as well as explore the extent to 

which the lockout technology can be used more efficiently.
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